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(Thread) GOP cynicism and the Trump sexual assault
allegations 
 
The GOP response to the E. Jean Carroll sexual assault
rape allegation demonstrates that the GOP never really
cared about Bill Clinton’s sex life or if Biden touched a
woman’s shoulder. 

Trump accuser says alleged sexual assault mirrored 'Access Hollywoo…
A woman who recently accused Donald Trump of sexually assaulting her in the
mid-1990s said Monday that Trump's boasts on the infamous 2005 "Access
Hollywood" video about being able to grope women rec…

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/06/24/politics/e-jean-carroll-trump-sexual-assault-allegatio…

1/ The GOP pretended moral outrage, and cynically exploited the Clinton allegations

for political advantage. 

 

Similarly, Trump family members using private email servers for gov. business shows

that the GOP knew HRC’s alleged wrongdoing was no big deal. 

The Use of Private Email and Chats, This Time by Trump’s Family, Com…
Democrats now charge that Mr. Trump’s eldest daughter and her husband, who
both serve as aides to the president, did the same things he pilloried Mrs. Clinton
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for doing.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/22/us/politics/jared-kushner-ivanka-trump-private-e…

2/ Trump's defense to the Carroll allegation—“She wasn’t my type”—is not only an

insult, it implies that only attractive women can be raped, and that rape springs from

male sexual urges. 

 

Indeed much of history, rape was a property crime. For more, see 👇
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(Thread) Rolling back the clock 
 
Senator Graham: “I want to listen to her, but I’m being honest 
with you. . . what do you expect me to do?. . . ruin this guy’s life 
based on an accusation?” 
 
A brief history of rape laws puts the current debacle in 
context.twitter.com/kylegriffin1/s…

Kyle Griffin @kylegriffin1
Is there anything Dr. Ford could say that would persuade you to vote 
against Kavanaugh? Honestly. 
 
GRAHAM: "I want to listen to her, but I'm being honest with you .... 
What do you expect me to do? Go ahead and ruin this guy's life based 
on an accusation?" axios.com/kavanaugh-chri…

1,000 2:58 PM - Sep 24, 2018

749 people are talking about this

3/ The idea was that men couldn’t control their sexual urges, so women were

responsible for guarding their chastity. 

 

Brownmiller sent shockwaves in 1975 when she argued in👇that rape was not a

natural result of human nature.  

It was a means of exerting patriarchal power.
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4/ Trump’s pre-1975 views of rape further demonstrates that when he accuses Bill

and Mexicans of rape, he knows his accusations are motivated by politics—and hate.

What Trump has said about Mexicans
A look back at some of the things US presidential hopeful Donald Trump has said
about Mexico during his election campaign.

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-37230916/drug-dealers-criminals-rapis…

5/ We had glimpses that GOP leadership knew they were exploiting made-up

scandals for political purposes when GOP Congressman McCarthy admitted that the
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Benghazi investigations were intended to hurt Hillary Clinton's approval ratings (and

succeeded). 

McCarthy Links Benghazi Panel, Clinton's Sinking Poll Numbers
Top Republicans have studiously avoided saying that the special investigative
panel also achieved political goals – until now.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2016-election/mccarthy-links-benghazi-panel-clinton…

6/ Michael Cohen, during his House Oversight Committee hearings, outlined

numerous instances in which Trump committed crimes, including fraud, which he

backed up with documentary proof.  

 

Rep. Bob Gibbs denounced the hearing as “political theater.”  

Michael Cohen on President Trump: 'He Is a Racist. He Is a Con Man. H…
Michael Cohen, President Trump's former lawyer, testifies before the House
Oversight and Reform Committee about various investigations related to the
2016…

https://www.c-span.org/video/?458125-1/michael-cohen-president-trump-he-racist-con…

7/ Gibbs accusation was ironic after decades of Whitewater, Benghazi, and “her

emails.” 

 

When Alan Dershowitz accused Trump critics of using Stalin-era “show me the man

and I’ll show you the crime” tactics, he was also saying that it's all political. 
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DERSHOWITZ: Lavrentiy Beria told Stalin 'show me the man 
and I'll find you the crime.' That's what liberal Dems are doing.  
(via #Tucker)

764 10:15 AM - Jun 20, 2017
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8/ During the years Obama was in office, right wing media bombarded their viewers

with stories about how Obama broke the law and trampled the constitution. 

 

(Screenshot so I don’t send people to the website👇) 

 

More reputable publications also got in on the act. . .

9/ See these two National Review articles: 
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This is partly why right wing media viewers are immune to accusations against

Trump. They think "all politicians are corrupt." 

(This is also whataboutism)

Obama vs. the Constitution | National Review
There were warning signs about President Obama’s fealty to the Constitution even
before he took the oath of office. As a senator he had voted against the nomination
of John Roberts to be chief justi…

https://www.nationalreview.com/magazine/2012/09/10/obama-vs-constitution/

President Obama’s Top Ten Constitutional Violations of 2015 | National…
In 2015 as before, President Obama’s violations of the Constitution have been too
many to list in their entirety. Here are the top ten.

https://www.nationalreview.com/2015/12/obama-violate-constitution-top-ten-2015/

10/ No, this isn’t projection. Projection is subconscious.

 

What is going on is a deliberate tactic that arises from the cynical idea that all

politicians lie and cheat.  

This in turn comes from the fascist idea that nature favors a hierarchy . . .

Psychological Projection: Dealing With Undesirable Emotions
Are you guilty of psychological projection? Learn about psychological projection
and find out how to avoid engaging in this common defense mechanism. The latest
hot topics from LifeScript.com.

https://www.everydayhealth.com/emotional-health/psychological-projection-dealing-wit…

11/ . . that true equality is not possible. See👇 

 

Those with fascist leanings think: When politicians from the other team advance,

they must be cheating and lying because that’s what everyone does to keep their place
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in the hierarchy. 

 

When "they" advance, "we" lose.

12/ Masha Gessen 👇talked about how shocked Putin was when his interference

techniques worked in the 2016 election (Putin takes credit for Trump’s win). 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/3J98qByki7o

 

Putin was shocked because he doesn’t believe any elections are actually open and fair.

13/ Putin believed HRC’s win was preordained because he believes all elections are

somehow fixed. 

 

If you think all elections are fixed, then you see no problem with fixing them in your

favor. 
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If you think all men rape (because men like to grab) you freely accuse others.

14/ To take yet another example, a Fox guest claims that illegal voting has swung

elections. The implication is that Democrats support immigration not from

humanitarian impulses, but so they can have more (illegal) voters. 

https://www.joemygod.com/2019/06/fox-guest-claims-illegal-voting-has-swung-

elections/

15/ As an aside, President Jackson claimed that those championing the rights of

Native Americans weren't acting from humanitarian motives; he accused them of

trying to weaken the South and take power from white men (on the frontier). 

 

For Jackson, it was either "us" or "them."

16/ If you think all politicians lie and cheat, you end up with tribal politics. “He’s a

liar and a cheater, but he’s OUR liar and cheater. We prefer our liar to the the enemy

liar and cheater (HRC, or whoever is next.)”

17/ The “all politicians are liars” idea also helps undermine factuality and rule of law.  
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• • •

 

Masha Gessen, in her book, said that Putin enacted criminal statutes so deliberately

vague that he can arrest and convict anyone he chooses.  

 

This accomplishes two things. . .

18/ 

 

💠It keeps people in fear, and  

💠allows the mobsters running the government to persuade the people that everyone

is a criminal, so you may as well stick with the devil you know. 

 

This is how cynicism can destroy democracy.  

 

The only antidote is to hold on to our ideals.
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